
ELDER ABUSE FIVE CASE STUDIES DVD

Format: DVD. Running Time: 40 minutes. Elder Abuse: Five Case Studies abuse against an older adult very personally
from the point of view of five different.

Phone:  Gary is an alcoholic and is unemployed. The program covers the prevention of abuse and the
treatment of elders who have been abused and concludes with a discussion of the governmental agencies and
services designed to help prevent abuse. This video looks at several kinds of elder abuse -- self-neglect,
neglect by caregivers, financial abuse and physical abuse -- through the eyes of those who have lived through
it. Hesitant to press charges, Norman has tried leaving his home several times, but always ends up coming
back. Produced by CBS News. Home Vision program. Study 4: Pat has been married to a physically and
emotionally abusive husband for over 45 years. Contact the seller- opens in a new window or tab and request a
shipping method to your location. Together they investigate several cases of elder abuse and examine the
efforts of crusaders such as the members of the ground-breaking Fiduciary Abuse Specialist Team, a volunteer
network of social workers, bankers, lawyers, doctors and police personnel who seek out evidence of
financially abused senior citizens. She finally pressed charges and her son was convicted and sent to jail.
Shipping and handling. Their candor in telling about their situations gives the viewer insight into the
ambivalent feelings of older abuse victims as they try to find resolution to their pain. Good luck, and happy
bidding! To survive, a number of ruthless laws were passed. Eventually, after a severe beating, Norman ends
up in a nursing home and is placed under state guardianship. Just kind of. Find out from experienced nursing
staff of the Johns Hopkins Bayview Geriatric Center some easy to implement strategies to prevent frustration
and potential abuse situations from developing. Select a valid country. With great sensitivity, A House
Divided portrays the emotional complexity of family relationships that can lead to abuse of the elderly.
Shrinking resources for an increasing elderly population, strained caretakers, chemical and financial
dependency in the elder's family and our culture's insensitivity to the needs of the elderly can all add up to
elder abuse. It uses three of the five case studies from the video, Elder Abuse: Five Case Studies and suggest
specific intervention strategies for each. By the way, if you would like more information about this video,
please don't hesitate to contact me - trust me, odds are very good that I know a lot about any given item that
I'm selling I'm kind of a geek When Gary becomes abusive, Dorothy usually calls the police and asks Gary to
leave. This video defines physical and nonphysical abuse, explaining how to detect abuse and how to handle
the aftermath of abusive encounters. Abuse of victims actual five with interviews In financial, clients' their
explore counselors emotional, lives, independent lead to ability their on had these effect the and problems
health and. They also discuss why elder abuse happens and what can be done to prevent it. Study 1: Norman,
in his late seventies, has been repeatedly beaten by one of his two adult sons who live with him and his wife.
Due to eBay's revision of acceptable payment methods, the only form of payment which I can accept is
PayPal. Break the Silence of Elder Abuse 15 minutes This program explores the complex topic of elder abuse,
stressing that help is available to abused elders. After trying to leave him many times, she finally left at the age
of 61 only to have to return because of health problems. They conclude that awareness and understanding
through education are the first steps towards dealing with the issue of elder abuse.


